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Report:
The main goal of this proposal was to obtain the local crystal deformations and damages induced by
the implantation of arsenic and to observe the effect of the activation thermal annealing.

The ternary alloy Hg1-xCdxTe is of the Zinc-Blende type and is constituted by 2 face-centred cubic
sub-lattices (named A and B afterwards) offsetted by [¼,¼,¼] with the anion sub-lattice made of
Tellurium while the cation sub-lattice hosts either Hg or Cd. Consequently, (hkl) reflections are only
allowed if Miller indexes h, k and l have the same parity and their sum is either odd (odd indexes) or
even (even indexes). Concerning their intensities, there is a major difference for even Miller indexes:
(hkl) reflections with h+k+l=4n have an amplitude proportional to the square of the  sum of atomic
form factor (fA+fB)2 while h+k+l=4n+2 have an amplitude proportional to the square of the difference
of atomic form factor (fA-fB)2. h+k+l=4n reflections are strong while 4n+2 reflections are weak.
As shown on table 1 for as-implanted sample, the diffraction signal almost goes down to background
level in a 750 nm deep and #5 µm wide zone corresponding to As implantation zone. Moreover, that
zone  is  roughly  500-750 nm  thick,  perfectly  corresponding  to  expected  penetration  length  of
360 keV As ions: diffraction intensity reduces because of implantation-induced damages. A detailed
comparison on figure 1 shows that the weak diffraction intensity is 1.5 time more reduced than the
strong one. The proposed explanation is that misfit dislocations occur in the damaged zone, thus
inducing stacking fault in the crystal that locally transform the AB atomic structure into BA structure.
Therefore, the two cfc sub-lattices are no more exclusively made of cations or anions, but of a
mixture of both in various proportions: fA and fB difference lowers. And whatever the proportion of
anion/cation  mixing,  this  does  not  affect  strong  reflections  but  specifically  decreases  weak
reflections until — in the limit case where anions and cations are fully mixed-up — weak reflection
are zero since fA=fB.  After annealing, we observe a complete restoration of the diffraction signal in
the implanted zone: from both strong and weak diffraction intensities point of view, there is no more
trace of implantation damages after annealing.

As a conclusion, we have observed that the activation thermal annealing has completely cured the
epi-layer from its As implantation damages, an ideal situation for HgCdTe photodiodes.

[1] C. Lobre, ‘Compréhension des mécanismes de dopage arsenic de CdHgTe par implantation
ionique’, phdthesis, Grenoble, Grenoble, 2014.



As-implanted sample Annealed sample

Weak reflection
(8,-2,8) 14.8 keV

Strong reflection
(6,-2,8) 14.5 keV

Weak reflection
(6,0,8) 12.37 keV

Strong reflection
(7,-1,7) 12.25 keV

Table  1: Comparison between diffraction intensity repartition for as-implanted and annealed samples. For each
sample,  we compare the most intense weak reflection with the corresponding strongest one that  is closest in
energy to avoid any penetration length distortion. Intensity is coloured coded from blue to red as shown at the
extreme right and the localisation of implanted pixels is shown on the left. X-ray beam was raster scan every
H=0.25 µm x V=1 µm.

Figure 1: Comparison between strong and weak reflection for the pixel zone of both samples. Density of displaced 
atoms is also represented against the right scale. Insert: SIMS measurements of the concentration of cations Hg and Cd
with depth


